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Grand Holiday Lone Star 
By Patti Carey of Patti’s Patchwork 

 

Finished Size:  94” square      (shown in The Scarlet Feather by Northcott) 

 

Use the E-Z Miter tool by Patti’s Patchwork to quickly assemble this stunning lone star and effortlessly add the 

elegant mitered stripe border. 

 

http://www.pattispatchwork.com/
mailto:patti.pattispatchwork@gmail.com
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Grand Holiday Lone Star 
By Patti Carey of Patti’s Patchwork 

 

 Use the E-Z Miter tool by Patti’s Patchwork to quickly assemble this stunning queen-size lone star and 

effortlessly add the elegant mitered stripe border.  Fabrics are from Northcott’s The Scarlet Feather collection. 
 

Finished Size:  94” square 

Skill level:  Intermediate  wof= width of fabric 
 

Fabric Yards Cutting Instructions 

A – background (24” x 42” panel with a 20” 

wreath)(#23471-91) 

4yds 

(6panels)  

◊ Cut (2) panels into 22⅛” squares, centering a motif 

in each square; cut once diagonally ⧅. 

◊ Cut 4 panels into 21¾” squares, centering a motif 

in each square. 

B – binding, star fabric #1 (red #23480-24) 1⅝yds  ◊ Cut 11 strips 2½” x wof; join end-to-end, press in 

half and reserve for binding. 

◊ Cut 8 strips 3” x wof. 

C – star fabric #2 (poinsettia print #23475-91) ½yd  ◊ Cut 4 strips 3” x wof. 

D – star fabric #3 (holly print #23476-91) ⅝yd  ◊ Cut 6 strips 3” x wof. 

E – star fabric #4 (pinecones #23478-96) ⅞yd  ◊ Cut 8 strips 3” x wof. 

F – star fabric #5 (black print #23474-96) 1yd  ◊ Cut 10 strips 3” x wof. 

G – inner border (gray #23480-93) ½yd  ◊ Cut 8 strips 1½” x wof; join end-to-end in pairs. 

H – border fabric (lengthwise stripe with 4 

repeats across width #23472-91) 

2⅞yds ◊ See note at end of pattern. 

Backing 7yds ◊ Cut 2 pieces 100” long.  Cut balance in half 

lengthwise, join end-to-end and center 

between 100” pieces. 

Batting 100” x 100” 

 

General Piecing:  All seams are ¼” unless noted.  Press seams toward darker fabric unless noted. 
 

Tip for aligning patches for sewing:  When you have 2 patches to be sewn 

together and they are sloped at opposite 45° angles, they are correctly aligned 

when they meet at the ¼” seam line as shown at right.  

When you have 2 patches to be sewn together and only one is sloped at a 45° 

angle, they are correctly aligned when they meet ⅜” from the edge as shown 

at far right.  However, sew them together with a ¼” seam. 

 

Piecing the Star: 

1.  Lay a 3” Fabric B strip flat on your sewing table.  Lay a Fabric C strip right side down on the fabric B strip, 

with the Fabric C strip 2½” in from the end of the Fabric B strip.  Pin the strips together at each end and at the 

mid-point; sew the strips together along one long edge.  Finger-press the seam toward Fabric C with a Clover 

Hera Marker/wooden iron (watch my YouTube video here). 

https://pattispatchwork.com/products/e-z-miter-tool
http://www.northcott.com/resource_details.aspx?resourceid=3098&resourceCatId=3
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2.  Pin a Fabric D strip to 

the Fabric C edge of the 

strip set above, with the 

Fabric D strip 2½” in from 

the end of the Fabric C 

strip; sew strips together, 

pressing seam toward D.  

Continue in this manner, 

adding an E strip, an F strip 

and another B strip, 

pressing seams toward last 

B strip.  

 

3.  Lay strip set on one of 

the horizontal lines on 

your cutting mat.  Using 

the 45° on your ruler, trim 

the end of the strip set.  

Cut strip set into (8) 3” 

wide segments.  Repeat 

steps 1-3 to make a total 

of 16 segments. 

 

4.  Repeat steps 1-3, 

putting the strips in order of Fabric C/Fabric D/Fabric E/Fabric F/Fabric B/Fabric F, pressing seams toward C.  

Make a total of 16 segments. 

 

5.  Similarly, repeat steps 1-3 to make 2 additional strip sets, putting the strips in order of Fabric D/Fabric 

E/Fabric F/Fabric B/Fabric F/Fabric E and pressing seams toward final E. 

 

6.  Arrange segments as shown.  With right sides together, 

pin a segment from step 4 to a segment from step 3, 

matching each seam at the sewing line (not at the edge); 

stitch from end to end.  Add a segment from step 5 in a 

similar manner.  Sew into pairs by sewing the step 5 edges 

together.  Gently finger-press seams to one side.  Make 8 

matching diamond units. 

 

 

7.  On the wrong side, lay the E-Z Miter tool in the wide-angled corners of each diamond unit 

aligning tool with edges; mark a dot at the drilled hole using a pencil or disappearing marker. 
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8.  Referring to the quilt image below, lay 2 units right sides together, aligning the dots.  Sew 

from dot (secure stitches) to inner edge; press seams to one side. Sew into pairs, then sew 

pairs together.  Sew the 2 halves together, sewing from dot to dot 

matching seams at center. 

Tip:  Remove the stitches in the seam allowance on both sides and press the seams in a 

clockwise direction, “smooshing” the center in the same direction with your thumb. 

 

9.  On the wrong side of each Fabric A setting triangle, lay the square 

corner of the E-Z Miter Tool in the square corner of the triangle; mark 

a dot. With right sides together, pin a triangle to each edge of star, 

aligning the outer point of the diamond unit with the triangle point 

and matching dots at the inner edge.  Sew from outer edge to inner dot; backstitch.  

Repeat on adjacent triangle edge. 

 

10.  With E-Z Miter Tool, mark a dot at 

inner corner of each corner square.  

Align outer edge of quilt with outer 

edge of square and match dots at inner 

edge; sew from outer edge to dot 

(backstitch).  Repeat on adjacent edge. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Border: 

1.  Measure quilt length ______ and width _______. 

 

2.  Center and sew a Fabric G pair to light-colored edge of each Fabric H strip, pressing seam toward G. 

 

3.  Lay side border strips horizontally on cutting mat, having the G strip at the top, and trim top left corner at a 

45° angle using the 45° line on your ruler or mat.  

 

4.  Across the top edge of the strip, measure the length of your quilt LESS ¼”; 

starting at this measurement, trim top right corner of strip at a 45° angle as 

shown.  Repeat with the top and bottom borders, using the width measurement LESS ¼”.  

 

5.  On the wrong side of each border strip, position the E-Z Miter tool at top angled edge of border strip and 

mark a dot using a pencil.  On the wrong side of the quilt top, position 

the square corner of the E-Z Miter tool in each corner to mark a dot 

using a pencil. 
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6.  Lay a side border strip face down on each side of the quilt, aligning the dots.  There will be 

⅛” of quilt extending beyond the angled miter edge.  Sew from dot to dot, securing stitches 

at each end.  Do not press.  Repeat with the top and bottom borders, pushing the side 

borders out of the way so as not to catch them. 

 

7.  Aligning the angled edges, sew each miter closed from outer edge to 

inner seam line, securing stitches.  Gently press mitered seam open and 

press border seams toward outer edges.  

 

Finishing: 

Layer the prepared backing, batting and quilt top.  Baste and quilt as desired.  Trim edges even with quilt top.  

Sew the prepared Fabric B binding to the edges with a ⅜” seam, turn and stitch in place.  Enjoy your beautiful 

new quilt! 

 

Cutting the Fabric H lengthwise border fabric for the outer border: 

The presence of the cardinals on the border fabric in The Scarlet Feather makes it directional.  If I cut 4 

matching strips the birds would be upside down on the top border.  Additionally I wanted the darker part of 

the strip on the outer edge.  There is a very easy fix for these design choices!  I cut 3 matching lengthwise 

strips that included the black stripe, the poinsettia stripe and the gray stripe in between them – I used the 2nd 

gray stripe as my seam allowance.  Then I cut a black stripe and a poinsettia/gray stripe to include a SCANT ¼” 

OF THE WHITE SELVAGE.  I joined these 2 pieces, sewing the bottom of the dark strip to the selvage edge of 

the light strip, to 

make my 4th border 

piece and trimmed it 

to the same width as 

the other 3 border 

pieces.  

 

 

If you enjoyed this 

complimentary pattern, please 

visit 

www.pattispatchwork.com for 

more great quilt patterns 

using efficient time-saving 

methods, including PC252 

Stellar Medallion and PC190 

Winter Solstice. 

 

http://www.pattispatchwork.com/

